
CALL FOR 
CHAPTER PROPOSALS

Faculty Development on a Shoestring
Edited by Diane Chapman and Michelle Bartlett, NC State University

This book will be a collection of faculty development strategies that may be implemented with little to
no budget. Each chapter will describe one strategy that can be implemented to help college or
university faculty be more successful in their work. The full chapter will provide details on every aspect
of the strategy so that others can implement it in their institutions with little to no resources.  Strategies
are expected to cover faculty work such as teaching, advising, engagement,  leadership, research, and
service. Strategies covering other aspects of faculty work will also be considered.
 
Chapter proposals should be about a faculty development strategy that has been used successfully.
Please detail what resources are needed, (both in budget and time), benefits to faculty, and challenges
(how you overcame them if applicable). Interested scholars should submit a proposal using this form
by March 1, 2022. The form asks for the author’s and co-authors’ names and affiliations, contact
information for the corresponding author, a tentative chapter title, outline of the chapter, resources
needed for implementation (both in budget and time), benefits to faculty, and challenges (& how you
overcame them if applicable), and five keywords. 
 
Early submissions are encouraged. All submissions will undergo an initial review resulting in possible
recommendation for submissions of full chapter manuscript submission. The proposal should be a
previously unpublished work. Acceptance of the chapter proposal will be sent by the end of March
2022.  Upon acceptance of the chapter proposal, the final chapter should be completed not later than
May 2022. Contributions will be blind, peer-reviewed and returned with comments by August 2022.
Finalized chapters are due no later than November  2022. The final contributions should not exceed 20
double-spaced manuscript pages. Guidelines for preparing chapters will be sent to authors upon
acceptance of the proposal. Authors will be expected to work in close collaboration with the editors to
ensure the expectations of a publication entry are met. They will also be expected to communicate their
progress bi-monthly with the editors. Additionally, all authors who are selected to submit full chapters
will be expected to review at least one other accepted chapter contribution. 

Proposals are due March 1, 2022
Submit your proposal here: https://forms.gle/k1t49zUSsDZrfnf18 

Questions?  Contact Diane Chapman at ddchapma@ncsu.edu

We invite you to submit your proposal for an edited book about low resource strategies for faculty
development to be published by Information Age Publishing (IAP.)
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